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To:Gary

Allen <G.Allen@griffith.edu.au>;
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Dear << Test First Name >>,
Not you? Or we made a mistake? Send us an email to
ResearchEthicsMonthly@ahrecs.com to let us know. We extrapolated your
name (where possible) from the email address where this edition was sent. If
you didn’t receive this email directly, the salutation is probably of the first
recipient. Please consider subscribing yourself at this link, because it is
incredibly affirming and would be greatly appreciated. More information about
the Research Ethics Monthly can be found on the blog pages.
Do you like the new look for the Research Ethics Monthly? Reply to this
message with your feedback.
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Is it something I said (or the way I said
it)?
Dr Gary Allen, Senior Consultants AHRECS
Prof. Mark Israel
Prof. Colin Thomson AM

Reflecting on review feedback
Feedback from the research ethics review of a project is often one of the first
interactions between a researcher and a research ethics committee. It helps
define, and can permanently tarnish, the relationship between an institution’s
committee and research community – for good, or for bad. So, it's centrally
important to an effective ethics research culture.
Unfortunately, typically, it only receives cursory attention in national human
research ethics arrangements and institutional policy. It does not feature highly
in review body member training, standard operating procedures or the
orientation of secretaries and chairpersons.
Having worked with many review bodies during the last few decades, we
thought it might be helpful to share some ideas and experiences.

Read more
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A call for a national inquiry into the
burden of research ethics and
governance
Adrian Barnett, Queensland University of Technology

Do we need a national inquiry into the burden of research ethics and
governance in health and medical research Australia? Many Australian
researchers would cry “yes!” because they have repeatedly experienced
application systems that are time-consuming and illogical.
I have never met a researcher who did not think that ethics and research
integrity wasn’t vitally important, but many current application systems have
more to do with risk aversion than the safety of patients or the public.
This risk aversion means that millions of dollars worth of Australian
researchers’ time is being wasted on submitting the same forms to multiple
ethical review committees. For example, getting approvals for our group’s lowrisk survey of nurses in 50 hospitals cost an estimated $348,000 in staff time
and delayed the study by six months (Barnett et al 2016).

Read more
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Complainant anonymity in misconduct
proceedings depends on the forum
Prof. Colin Thomson AM

Many commentators on research ethics have been based in the Global North
and, when we find research ethics regulations that look very much like our own,
we tend to make assumptions about the ways in which these patterns of
regulation have unfolded. Apart from being disrespectful to local histories,
insensitive to difference and intellectually lazy, failure to engage with the rich
history of regulatory practices in different jurisdictions makes it hard for
research ethicists to learn from others. That is hardly a position with which most
people working in the field of research ethics would want to be associated.

Read more
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Research Ethics and the New Geneediting Technology
Nik Zeps, Consultant, AHRECS

It has now been over six months since He Jiankuiand his team used the
CRISPR/CAS9 gene editing technique to introduce a gene alteration in twin
girls (STAT). The revelation that he had performed this audacious experiment
shocked the world and left people asking how he had been permitted to do it.
Dr He Jiankui is not a medical doctor but is qualified in biophysics and was one
of the pioneers of the new gene editing technology in China having worked in
the United States for five years where he undertook post-doctoral studies.

Read more

Monitoring research is too important to
be optional and too resource intensive
to be manual
Dr Gary Allen, Senior Consultants AHRECS
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The National Statement specifies researchers submitting self-completed
ethical conduct reports as the minimum acceptable institutional monitoring
of approved human research projects (NS 5.5.5). This reflects the
importance of institutions monitoring the research conducted under its
auspices and highlights the ethical responsibilities of researchers, and the
host institution, continue beyond the research ethics review of a project.

This image (without the watermark) can be download by our USD3/month subscribers https://www.patreon.com/posts/27006486

Read the rest of this post

While you are here...
Did you enjoy this edition? Would you like to support the work we do? If so, please
consider helping us cover the cost of matters such as hosting the Research Ethics
Monthly and other web development by becoming an AHRECS Patron.
In addition to the warm glow from supporting our work, you will be subscribed for
monthly updates of useful material (such as resources for use in your local
workshops).
Subscriptions start at USD1/month and USD15/month gives you access to all
materials.
A few profiled items from the subscribers’ area:
1. Ethical Conduct Reports - Graphic
2. Ethical Conduct Reports - Notes on structure
3. Notes from a Scandal: What Happens Once the Inquiry is Over? Commentary
4. Designing a strong institutional approach to the ethical design and conduct
of Evaluative practice - Resource
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5. Evaluative practice or human research? - Graphic
6. Collegiate Research Ethics Adviser network - Graphic
7. Notes about establishing a Research Ethics Adviser network - Resource
Please join us in saying a big thank you to our new Gold Patrons:
Bendigo Health
Bond University
Edith Cowan University
Two universities that asked to remain anonymous
A national research funding body that asked to remain anonymous
University of Southern of Queensland
University of Wollongong Ethics Unit
5 researchers who asked to remain anonymous

Things You May Have Missed...
Our Resource Library
Cabell’s Predatory Journal Blacklist: An Updated Review - Scholarly Kitchen
Peer-review experiments tracked in online repository – Nature
Australian Mental Health Consumer and Carer Perspectives on Ethics in Adult
Mental Health Research - Paper
To move research from quantity to quality, go beyond good intentions - Nature
The Pernicious Effects of Compression Plagiarism on Scholarly
Argumentation - Paper
FEATURED TOPIC AI AND RESEARCH
- Three items on this topic 1. Ask The Chefs: AI and Scholarly Communications – Scholarly Kitchen
2. 'Silicon Valley is ethically lost': Google grapples with reaction to its new 'horrifying'
and uncanny AI tech - Financial Post
3. Algorithms Are Opinions Embedded in Code - Scholarly Kitchen
FEATURED TOPIC CRISPR BABY CASE
- Five items on this topic 1. China tightens its regulation of some human gene editing, labeling it ‘high-risk’ –
Science
2. Chinese government funding may have been used for ‘CRISPR babies’ project,
documents suggest – STAT
3. American scientist played more active role in ‘CRISPR babies’ project than
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previously known - STAT
4. Are scientists’ reactions to ‘CRISPR babies’ about ethics or self-governance? STAT
5. Human genome editing: ask whether, not how - Nature

Our Blog
Tracing the Patterns of Research Ethics Regulation in Taiwan
Requesting your input
Reflections on chairing a human research ethics committee
Kua hinga te tōtara i Te Waonui-a-Tāne, the tōtara tree has fallen in Tāne’s
great forest
Why do we need Category D appointments on HRECs and how should we
find suitable people?

Do you know someone who hasn’t subscribed yet to the
Research Ethics Monthly? Please encourage them to
subscribe now and help us grow this community.

Got an idea for a post or a suggestion for a
guest? Send an email to gary@ahrecs.com

Do you have a view, feedback or some constructive
criticism on this or other posts? Every item has
comment link so you can have your say and continue
the conversation.
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Copyright © 2019 Australasian Human Research Ethics Consultancy Services (AHRECS), All rights
reserved.
You may recall expressing your interest in receiving AHRECS updates/editions of the Research Ethics
Monthly.
Our mailing address is:
Australasian Human Research Ethics Consultancy Services (AHRECS)
14 Sovereign Way
Samford Valley, Qld 4520
Australia
Add us to your address book

We hate spam and definitely don’t want to bother you with unwanted emails.
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
This newsletter is authorized by the AHRECS team, click here for contact and other details.
We would never divulge your details to anyone else, including not disclosing you’re a subscriber, without
your permission.
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